are your radio communications
secure enough?
• Secure communications means improved officer safety
and efficiency
• Use encryption to prevent unauthorized monitoring
of your communications
• Keep your fleet secure and manage your assets well
with a Tait P25 Key Management Facility
• Ensure interoperability with non-proprietary
encryption algorithms
• FIPS-approved AES encryption offers the highest level
of security
Find out how to increase the security of your
radio communications by downloading our
white paper - Managing Encryption:
A guide for Public Safety decision makers

Encryption mismanagement could leave you more
vulnerable than having no encryption at all

ease your encryption burden

with a tait p25 key management facility

• Easy to use and customizable: As the only P25 KMF with a
custom Dashboard, this Over-the-air Rekeying (OTAR) tool
enables each crypto officer to set up, sort and see the keys,
groups, radios, and tasks they are interested in.
• Makes the complex simple: Reminders helpfully prompt
when keys may need changing, while Key Update Tasks
can be scheduled and deployed without the crypto officer
being present. Status bars show how current keys and
update tasks are, and color coding and visual displays make
decision-making clear and simple.
• Helps save money: A complete set of diagnostics across all
devices allows crypto officers to troubleshoot and resolve
problems remotely, saving technician time and money by
avoiding visits altogether.

Tait P25 Key Management Facility
The Tait P25 Key Management Facility (KMF) is a
flexible, powerful tool for any agency seeking to
confidently and efficiently manage its P25 encryption
across their entire fleet.
Only the easy-to-use Tait P25 KMF has a custom
Dashboard enabling each crypto officer to see
information the way they need to. Different teams’ keys
can be updated at a time to suit their operational profile.
The Tait P25 KMF can update groups of radios over the
air, at the press of a button. Other manufacturers’ P25
radios can also be managed conveniently, while remote
diagnostics save technicians’ time.

• Comprehensive: Have confidence that all radios are accessible
with Tait’s key transfer capability. Commission new radios
or update radios that are not reachable by the OTAR system
by transferring keys from the Tait P25 KMF to a Tait P25
Key Fill Device (KFD).
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